
Lenses and what they do 
There is a lens for everything.  

The basics though is Prime and Zoom lenses.  

Primes have a fixed focal length (you cant zoom in and out), unlike the zoom lenses.  

Primes are my preference. In fact, my kit bag consists of  only prime lenses! I have a 24, 35, 50, 85, 100 macro 
and a 135.  

They are all great for different things. 

The lower the number the wider the lens. So my 24mm F2.8 is my widest lens, I use it for lifestyle shots of  
the kids at home. It gives a little distortion (like a fish eye) but only mild. If  you wanted to go much wider, you 
can get lenses as low as 8mm! 

My kids with 24mm lens 

For portraits, my 85mm F1.8 , 50mm F1.4 or if  I wanted a little bit more of  an edge, my 35mm F1.4. I say 
edge as there is some distortion with my 35mm. Not much, just a lovely amount (its my favourite lens!) 



For my fine art portraits where I want some real separation between the subject and the background, my 
135mm is my go to.  

Image of  Isabelle taken with my 35mm lens



Thats my lenses.  

If  you were interested in landscapes, your wider lenses are best. A lovely 15mm! Sports and wildlife a 
Telephoto lens would serve you well so anything from the amazing 70-200mm (also very popular with 
portrait photographers for the sensational bokeh) to a huge 150-600mm.  

Aperture 

There are a few other things to think about and this will also depend on your budget as lenses of  the same 
focal distance can range in price hugely depending on the maximum aperture (how wide the hole is that lets 
light in). Usually primes are best at this. The best lens I know is the Canon 50mm 1.2 IT IS INSANE. Very 
expensive (3-4K), incredible low light ability and what BOKEH!  

 

My best lenses are my 35 and 50mm which are 1.4 maximum aperture. 

FOCUSING 

You get AF - Auto focus and IF - internal focus. You can get some lenses that are only MF - manual focus.  

You might find other letters like SSM, HSM and USM on the lens. This is just different manufacturers way 
of  letting you know its a quieter lens with faster and more sophisticated focusing. Perfect for wildlife, 
weddings etc.  

Image Stabilisation (IS) 

The lower your shutter speed goes the more likely you are to have blurry images if  your hands shake like 
mine! Image stabilisation in your lens helps with this. This might look like an on off  switch on the side of  
your lens. Mine say VR (vibration reduction) 

Brands 

Sigma art is my brand of  choice. I love them. Nikon and Canon have their own ranges. Tamron is the 
cheapest. My 100mm is a Tamron but for manual focusing still life images it is fab!


